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New professional functions for
fms dispatch centres

Attract and retain drivers and entrepreneurs for the
taxi dispatch centre with the "Lineholder" function!
"Henk is a taxi driver in the Netherlands. He wants to serve
his own customers while using the infrastructure of the
dispatch center. For that, fms/Austrosoft has a new function
called "Lineholder". This function allows Henk to manage
his colleagues through a special feature while dispatching
the trip of his regular customer only within "his group".
Henk's regular customers love this service and the dispatch
centre keeps these "trips with a special service" on its
own fms system.“

Your fms guide Mike

This is how it works!

Editing car data
is also possible.
Only default features of the
own Internet user.

The dispatch centre creates a
"Lineholder" account for Henk
effectively creating an Internet user (1). In the Internet
user profile the "Lineholder" selection fields in the
management section of the
enterpreneur portal (7) must
be activated.

"Lineholder" feature

Entrepreneur

portal

The taxi dispatch centre has to define
under order entry (2) the generic features
that the Internet user (1) Henk is allowed
to edit for his cars.

"Lineholder" in the dispatch
centre
Features : car list : car
As a Lineholder, Henk can add or delete
further taxis. He can therefore manage his
network using the infrastructure of the taxi
dispatch centre.

Henk receives the order directly from his regular customer.
He uses the order portal of the taxi dispatch centre to
enter the trip in the fms system not forgetting the "Lineholder" feature. The fms system then dispatches the trip to
Henks' cars. If no driver is available in "his group" the trip
will be dispatched to the whole fleet of the taxi dispatch
centre.
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